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Network-on-Chip is an emerging paradigm for integrating a very high number of Intellectual Property blocks on a single Integrated Chip. The crossbar switch is one of the important parts of NoC. In this paper, a new
crossbar switch is proposed which reduces the complexity of conventional
switch by simplifying its data transport mechanism and using the dedicated input-output channel between source and destination. The proposed
design reduces area by 40% and delays by 7.14% as compared to 2-D
crossbar switch and area by 40% and delay by 9.53% as compared to the
conventional crossbar switch. The functional veri…cation and synthesis of
proposed and conventional Crossbar switch design is done by using Xilinx
ISE 9.2i
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1. Introduction
Device sizes are continuously reducing as a result of advancement in process technology.
Due to this multiple processing elements (PEs) can be integrated into a single a chip, referred as system-on-chip (SoC). SoC technology o¤ers many advantages over conventional
approach such as higher performance and low power consumption. But in SoC due to a
large number of PEs, communication between cores becomes very complicated. In some
SoC system where communication links are much larger than the number of PEs multiple
communication links may require and it can make these communication networks very
complex.
In conventional on-chip communication architecture, it consists of bus-based infrastructure and point-to-point communication network, may not be able to provide adequate
communication support for SoC. Generally, bus-based infrastructure and point-to-point
communication network are used in conventional on-chip communication architecture, as
the number of cores is increasing continuously over SoC, so communication infrastructures
are not e¢ cient. To provide better communication between cores of SoC Network-on-chip
architecture is a better solution nowadays [1].
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Fig. 1 –Connection between di¤erent cores of multiprocessor (a) Points to point connection (b) Bus based connection (c) Network-based connection[2].
Fig.1 (a) shows point to point connection between two modules through direct link
assign to them. In this type connection, a large number of the link will require which will
increase the size of the chip.
Because of long communication wire, there is an excessive signal delay. Fig.1 (b) shows
bus-based communication network which is e¢ cient and ‡exible compared to point to
point communication. In bus-based communication the whole communication network is
utilized only by two modules at a time because of this all module become idle at this
time. Thus the bus may become a bottleneck of overall system performance where heavy
communication is required. Fig.1(c) shows a packet switched networking infrastructure
based solution that can be a promising solution for the above-discussed problem. This type
of approach for communication between nodes referred to as network-on-chip (NoC)[3]–
[6][2].
In NoC, the router is used to transfer data in a packet switched network ; a package of
data can be further divided into multiple ‡ow information units (‡its) that are actually
transmitted. NoC greatly improves the scalability of SoCs and achieves higher power
e¢ ciency compared to other types of communication structures. As compared to other
types of communication structure, NoC provides great improvement in scalability of SoC.
it also provides higher e¢ ciency in term of area, delay and area [7].
In NoC based communication system di¤erent cores such as processors, memories application speci…c integrated circuits and intellectual properties exchange their data through
the NoC, which consists of router, data links, and network interfaces Data links are used
to transmit data over communication media and NI provide interface between PE and a
router, where it is Responsible for transforming data into packet and vice versa. Physical
path for data transmission is decided by routers [8].

Fig. 2 –5x5 NoC Router architecture [25]
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A 5x5 NoC router architecture shown in Fig.2, which consists of the input port, an
output port, an input bu¤er, arbiter and crossbar switch. In this NoC router, it is shown
that a 5x5 crossbar switch is used to connect 5 input channels to 5 output channels [9][10].
In this paper new e¢ cient crossbar switch, architecture is proposed, which also consists
…ve input ports and …ve output ports. This crossbar switch provides a connection between
north ports to south port, east port to west port and simultaneously, which is the main
feature of our proposed work. It also provides a connection between all the four ports (i.e.
east port, west port, north port, south port) to local port same as a conventional crossbar
switch.
This proposed design is simulated in Xilinx 9.3 and its result i.e. RTL view, simulation, area, power delay is compared with 2-D crossbar switch and conventional crossbar
switch[3]. In this proposed e¢ cient crossbar switch area and delay signi…cantly reduces[3].
And it is also proposed that when this crossbar switch is implemented within NoC router,
it will become Faster and more e¢ cient [11].
2. Related work
In NoC we use a Crossbar switch to connect input port to output port which is a
collection of switches arranged in the form of matrix organization [12].It has various
input and output lines arranged in the form of row and column. Input-Output lines get
arranged in such a manner that they cross themselves and a connecting switch is placed
between them, by closing this switch connection could be established. When switches at
interconnection are closed connectivity is established between one of the inputs to an
output.
The crossbar switch is a non-blocking kind of switch ; it does not a¤ect any other
simultaneous input, output connection. In any NoC router, crossbar switch and bu¤er
used at input and output channel are main power and area contributor[13]–[18]. By using
adaptive bandwidth control an area and power e¢ cient crossbar switch are veri…ed[19].
Segmentation and Decomposition these two methods are used for reduction of area and
power[14], [15], [20]–[24]
Segmentation method is based that the power reduction is achieved by activating only
the necessary wire segment that is responsible for connectivity between input and output
ports by using a tri-state bu¤er. Decomposition method based on that the larger crossbar
switch is decomposed into smaller crossbar switch due to which smaller crossbar area
and less power consumption are achieved. But it bound connectivity between some inputoutput pair.
FPGA implementation of a recon…gurable crossbar switch is proposed to reduce area
and make it ‡exible.[19].Modi…cation in arbiter and network hardware is done to make
crossbar switch lightweight and con…gurable FLEXBAR structure is proposed and implemented[25]A number of methods and technologies have been discussed to make crossbar
switch more e¢ cient and suitable for NoC architecture.
In conventional NoC router, a swizzle switch is proposed as a crossbar switch design
[26].The switching stages have been improved with the help of virtual input crossbar
switch which gives the opportunity to use more than one input virtual channel for ‡it
transmission [27].
For bidirectional NoC router high-performance recon…gurable crossbar switch has been
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proposed which is capable to handle data tra¢ c in di¤erent environment changes[12].
In modular decoupled crossbar design decomposition & segmentation technique is used,
which divide crossbar switch design into three modules. In this crossbar structure design,
it utilized extra tri-state bu¤er and feeder wire logic for communicating in inter-module
paths, due to which its area and power consumption increases[13].
In 2-D crossbar switch, a control cell based on Nand-Nand architecture is used to reduce
area and delay of crossbar switch [3]. In our work whole crossbar architecture is replaced
by four 2x1 MUX and one 4 x1MUX based architecture which provides a signi…cant
improvement in area and delay.

Fig. 3 –RTL view of the conventional crossbar switch

In conventional crossbar switch, …ve 4x1 MUX is used. Its RTL view is shown in Fig.
It requires 40 slices and a total number of 80 four inputs LUT. Fig.7 is a block diagram
of a slice of FPGA [10].
3. Proposed crossbar switch design
2-D Mesh-based NoC shown in Fig.4, where …ve port router is used as a switch to
connect intellectual Property (IP) block (also known as processing element) to all direction
switches i.e. East, West, North, South With the help of local input-output channel [28].
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Fig. 4 –2-D Mesh-based NoC

Conventional crossbar switch that generally used in every NoC router is used is shown
in Fig.5 having four directional input channel, output channel and one local input-output
channel as shown in …g.4 [29].

Fig. 5 –Crossbar switch for 2-D Mesh-based NoC and its all direction[3]

A block diagram of conventional crossbar switch as shown in Figure.6, When any input
channel among the …ve input channels wants to transfer their data from source to destination, it requires to compete with four inputs request i.e. north request, south request,
east request, west request and local request. Among these requests, at a time only one
request of data transfer is possible to accept, which is decided by arbiter circuit. There
are di¤erent arbitration techniques are available [30].due to these arbitration techniques
and crowd of requests crossbar switches requires some more time to transfer data from
input channel to output channel, which causes delay in data transformation, meanwhile
these data are stored in input bu¤ers and output so more number of bu¤er required at
input and output channel [31].
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Fig. 6 –Block diagram of the logic of conventional crossbar switch
To solve above discussed problem a new crossbar switch is proposed. Block diagram of
that crossbar switch is shown in Figure.7 In which it uses dedicated path to transfer data
from north input to south output and east input to west output and simultaneously.
This new crossbar switch is designed in such a way that at every input channel only
two requests are arriving and to select one request among these two requests arbiter is
chosen in such a way that it always give higher priority to dedicated input-output and
least priority to local request in this way there is no need to wait to transfer data from
east to west, west to east, north to south and south to north direction. They are able
to transfer their data immediately. Only data that come from local direction needed to
wait until mainstream data are transmitted completely. So it required very less number
of bu¤ers at its input and output channels.

Fig. 7 –Block diagram of proposed crossbar switch logic
In this way delay and the number of bu¤ers used in crossbar switch are reduced which
makes this crossbar switch more e¢ cient as compared to conventional crossbar switch[32].
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The proposed crossbar switch internal structure is shown in Figure.9. It consist of four
input channel in a row i.e. north input, south input, east input, west input and local
input, four output channel in column i.e. north output, south output, east output, west
output and local output, an internal structure as shown in block diagram it consist four
2x1 MUX where each MUX have two input channel, one output channel and one selection
line[10].and it also consists of one 4x1 MUX which has four input channel and four output
channel with two selection line[28].

Fig. 8 –Block diagram of a Logical circuit used in the conventional Crossbar switch

Fig. 9 –Block diagram of a proposed logical circuit for the new Crossbar switch
By implementing idea of four 2x1 MUX it is proposed that data will only transfer in
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one direction in each of four input direction, such as from north to south, south to north,
east to west, west to east and in this type of data transmission method transmission path
doesn’t block by any other channel. In this way, it provides high-speed data transmission
between two channels and also contributes to minimizing the area of the crossbar switch.
Apart from providing connectivity between directional input and output channel, each four
input channel (i.e. east (E), west (W), north (N), and south (S)) is also connected with
local output channel to connect intellectual property (IP) to the communication network.
In our proposed model it is used a 4x1 MUX to connect four directional input channel i.e.
north input channel, south input channel, east input channel, and west input channel to
local output channel such as conventional NoC router architecture. In conventional NoC
router, it uses 4X1 mux for all …ve input channels as shown in Figure.8. [28].
Proposed digital circuit i.e. a crossbar switch is simulated in Xilinx9.2 ISE, where total
delay from input to output port is calculated which is divided in two part i.e. delay due
to the logic used in circuit and delay due to the path of the circuit mathematically it can
be expressed as
(1)

ttotal = tlogic + troute

Where
ttotal = total delay from input to output in ns
tlogic = total delay due to logic used in circuit in ns
troute = total delay due to path in ns
Above proposed model is designed by using VHDL language and this design is simulated
in Xilinx 9.2 ISE software, outcomes of results, i.e. RTL view of the proposed e¢ cient
crossbar switch is shown in Fig.10, where all input line, outline, and selection line is shown
in the Fig.5 schematic diagram of the result is shown in Fig.8 where it is shown that four
2x1 MUX is connected with four input and output channel and a 4x1 MUX is used to
connect four input channel to one output channel. Simulation result of the above-proposed
model is shown in Fig.12. Power, delay, and area of the proposed model are analyzed by
using x-power tools of Xilinx software. And the result of the proposed crossbar switch is
compared with conventional and 2-D mesh crossbar switch that is shown in Table.2. The
result shows signi…cant improvement in proposed model as compare to 2-D mesh Crossbar
switch as well as conventional crossbar switch [3].
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Design of proposed crossbar switch has been synthesized and simulated on Xilinx9.2i
Spartan3E FPGA Device. RTL view and the simulation result of the proposed method
are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.10 simultaneously. Fig.13 shows the results of switching of
input to the output at di¤erent control signals in the form of a wave. Fig.11 shows the
schematic view of the proposed crossbar switch.
An FPGA consists a slice to implement any Boolean logic and a slice consist of two 4
input LUT (look up table). In conventional crossbar design has 40 slices and 80 no. LUTs.
In proposed crossbar switch since four 4x1 MUX are replaced by 2x1mux, it required only
24 slices and 48 LUT.
In Table.2 it is indicated the compression of delay, area (area in terms of a number
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of slice LUT’s) and power of the proposed crossbar switch design with compare to 2D crossbar switch design[3]. In table.2 FPGA Resource utilization of conventional and
proposed crossbar switch is given. A proposed crossbar switch has a delay due to logic
circuit i.e. tlogic = 5:515ns, due to path i.e. troute = 1:629ns and total delay i.e. t(total) =
7:144ns, as compared to conventional crossbar switch which has delay due to logic circuit
i.e. tlogic = 6:289ns, delay due to path i.e. troute = 3:720ns and total delay i.e. t(total) =
10:009ns. it has 77.2% delay due to logic circuit and 22.8% due to path as compared to
conventional crossbar switch which has 62.8% delay due to logic circuit and 37.2% due to
path. Total memory usage in proposed crossbar switch is 163400 kilobytes as compare to
conventional crossbar switch where memory usage is 163464 kilobytes.
Table 1 –Area, delay and power of proposed crossbar switch design and their compression
Crossbar switch
Conventional Crossbar switch
2-D Cross bar switch [9]
Proposed Crossbar switch

Area (slice/lut count) Power
40/80
351mw
40/80
14 mw
24/48
102mw

Delay
7.864ns
7.694ns
7.144ns

Table 2 – Compression of FPGA Resource utilization of Conventional and Proposed
crossbar switch (Selected device-Automotive Spartan 3E)
Resource
Available

Conventional
Crossbar Switch
Used Utilization
Slice
960 40
4%
LUTs 1920 80
4%
I OBs 66
90
136%

Proposed
Crossbar Switch
Used Utilization
24
2%
48
2%
86
130%

Fig. 10 –RTL view of proposed crossbar switch design
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Fig. 11 –Schematic of proposed crossbar switch design

Fig. 12 –Simulation result for the proposed crossbar switch
Conclusion
In this paper, an e¢ cient crossbar switch design is proposed for high-speed NoC. a
proposed crossbar switch has four 2x1 MUX and a 4x1 MUX as compared to Five 4x1
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MUX in 2D existing crossbar switch. Simulation results show that delay is reduced by
7.14% and area by 40% as compared to 2-D crossbar switch and delay by 9.53 % and area
by 40% as compared to the conventional crossbar switch.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, a new intelligent method for fault detection in PV module is introduced.
The case of partial shading e¤ect is studied. The main advantage of the developed ANNBM
is that doesn’t require a complex system for the estimation of the photovoltaic module
output power, neither a mathematical model, it can also detect any power decreasing
carried out by a large types of failures that can be happened in the PV panel. This new
strategy can be easily implemented in a numeric calculator using FPGA, and could also
be integrated as a function for PV applications in a numeric instrument that will be our
subject in the future works.
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